GEEZER BUTLER OF BLACK SABBATH USES EV® LOADED BASS RIG
ON TOUR WITH OZZFEST® 2004

Geezer Butler on stage with Black Sabbath and EV
Tweeter Center, Chicago 8/21/04

Burnsville, MN (August 2004): Legendary Black Sabbath bassist Geezer
Butler is using bass enclosures loaded with the newly reissued EV® 12L™
12-inch loudspeakers as part of his current touring rig. These replacements
join a number of the rig’s original EV 12L and 15L speakers - still going
strong after an amazing 12 years and seven major tours!
Black Sabbath are headlining the phenomenally popular Ozzfest® tour,
which features an array of acts ranging from the newest in nu-metal to icons
of the old-school like the recently reunited Judas Priest. Ozzfest, which

continues to be one of the most successful annual summer touring
packages, stopped off at Tweeter Center in Chicago on August 21st, where
one of the largest crowds of the tour gathered to see bands perform on the
main and second stages.

Geezer Butler, whose fierce fingerstyle riffing drives the rhythmic core of
countless Sabbath classics, demands the same power and responsiveness
from his current rig as when he was helping define the heavy metal genre
over 30 years ago. His secret weapon? Speaker cabinets housing heavyduty 15L and 12L speakers from Electro-Voice®.
Mike Clement, Black Sabbath’s chief backline tech, first installed EV 12L and
15Ls into custom cabinets built by a major MI manufacturer specifically for

that purpose back in 1992. The current boxes are from another similarly
renowned manufacturer, built to the same specifications – that is specifically
to house the EV 12L and 15Ls. The new EV 12Ls join a number of those
original speakers - still surviving the rigors of the road after well over a
decade - for a total of four 4x12 enclosures. All four of the EV 15L series
speakers (in two 2x15 enclosures) installed in ’92 are still delivering the
goods after 12 years, though, in the unlikely event of a failure, Mike has
some EVX-155™ woofers on hand as backup. The EV loaded boxes are
joined onstage by two factory 8x10 cabinets.
Clement, who is also guitarist Tony Iommi’s tech, contacted EV from the UK
in preparation for the Ozzfest® tour: “Geezer has been using this rig since
the Dehumanizer Black Sabbath tour (with Ronnie James Dio on vocals) in
1992. The fact that a lot of these EV speakers are still working perfectly is
unequivocal proof of their quality and durability. The rig is really built around
the EV speakers. We’ve had two major manufacturers make us cabinets, but
one thing that doesn’t change is what we put inside them. Plus these
speakers are so tough … they outlasted the first set of cabs they were in,
anyway!”
Clement continued: “The rig is subjected to extreme conditions, being
trucked around the US in summer humidity and high temperatures, along
with all the dust and hard knocks of the Ozzfests along the way. For this tour
we finally had to replace some of the 12Ls, which have been bearing the bulk
of the power in the rig for over ten years. Geezer made it very clear that that
he wanted to stick with the EV ‘L’ sound, and we worked directly with EV to
make it happen. No other speaker has the growl, the sheer power that
Geezer needs.”
The new batch of 12Ls is the first time replacements have been drafted for
duty after the following tours with Black Sabbath: 1992 Dehumanizer
(Europe, USA & South America); 1994 Europe, USA & South America; 1997
Ozzfest (Black Sabbath Reunion Album UK shows); 1998 Europe; 1999
Ozzfest & Black Sabbath USA & Europe; 2001 Ozzfest; 2004 Ozzfest.
Sid Pryce, who has also worked as bass and guitar tech for Sir Paul
McCartney’s band, currently presides over Geezer’s basses and the bass
backline. Sid described how using the best components available makes a
big difference: “The EV speakers have a distinctive sound. The 12Ls have a
real ‘bark’ to them, real attack across every bandwidth that is ideal for
Geezer’s style. They’re heavy-duty, high-output speakers that are ideal for
heavy music – in terms of both style and SPL, projecting a punchiness that
carries the low-midrange perfectly. The 12L can handle just about anything
you run through it; even though most people think of it as a guitar speaker –

Zakk Wylde uses them in his rig. They add a biting tone and an articulate
overdriven sound that really compliments Geezer’s playing.”

One of the world’s great rock bassists in action

EV’s Guy Low shares a joke with Geezer Butler

For full details on all Electro-Voice products, please visit
www.electrovoice.com
EV® (Electro-Voice®) is a professional audio brand of Telex
Communications, Inc., a leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of
sophisticated audio, wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and
communications equipment for commercial, professional and industrial
customers. Telex Communications markets its products in more than 80
countries under the brands EV®, Telex®, RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®, Klark
Teknik®, University® and others.
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